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a b s t r a c t 

This paper studies adjustments in labor demand of firms exposed to the recent China-US trade war. Our analysis 

leverages information from a Chinese online job board and a firm-level measure of tariff exposure obtained from 

customs transactions data. Firms that are more exposed to US tariffs on Chinese goods responded by posting fewer 

job vacancies and offering lower wages. The latter is partly balanced out by increased non-wage compensation. We 

also find a negative relationship between US-tariff exposure and the educational background required in firms’ job 

ads. China’s retaliatory tariffs against the US does not appear to have a statistically significant systematic impact 

on hiring. The paper also reports heterogeneous adjustment patterns across firms of different size, ownership and 

product mix. Overall, the trade war reveals to have negative impact on firms and job-seekers in China. 
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. Introduction 

The recent escalation of the US-China trade war resulted in a sub-

tantial disruption of trade between the two countries. US imports from

hina hit a 5-year low in 2019, ranging about 33bn US dollars below

heir value from 2015. US exports to China were about 9.5bn dollars be-

ow 2015-levels. Comparing shipments in 2016-2017 to the years 2018-

019, US imports from China decreased by 14-23 percent, while US

hipments to China decreased by 15-27 percent. 1 

Disruptions are not limited to aggregate trade flows. While exposed

xporting firms have to cope with an artificial increase in the price of

heir sold products, importers have to pay more for their purchases or

nd new suppliers. Both see their competitiveness eroding and lower

ales and profits force them to re-optimize their cost structure and in-

estment decisions, including their labor demand. 
☆ We thank Alexis Antoniades, Deborah Swenson, referees and seminar participan

or comments and suggestions. This research is supported by the Fundamental Resea

hanks financial support from the National Science Foundation of China (Grant No. 

o. 7101302576) and Peking University International Strategic Cooperation Researc
∗ Corresponding author.: 

E-mail address: chhe@hust.edu.cn (C. He). 
1 Calculations use monthly trade statistics reported by the US International Trade

xclude any costs of surcharges or tariffs. Calculated percentage reductions depend o

hese numbers. 
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In this paper, we use newly collected information from online job-

acancy postings in China to document firm-level reactions to the trade

ar reflected in labor demand. By observing information on the num-

er and content of online job ads between May and November 2019,

e capture the most recent round of US tariff increases and Chinese re-

aliation. This enables us to evaluate responses to the trade war at an

arly stage of firms’ hiring process along several dimensions. Our results

rovide novel insights into the propagation of short-term responses by

rms to adverse trade policy shocks. 

An important feature of the trade war is that the introduction of

ew tariffs did not follow a rule-based rationale in the context of con-

entional WTO anti-dumping or safeguarding regulations. In fact, the

S administration first based tariffs on national security interests, but

ater raised tariffs on goods even if they were not currently imported

rom China ( Bown and Kolb, 2019; Handley et al., 2020a ). This lends

upport to a key identifying assumption: that Chinese firms had no influ-
ts at Peking University and Huazhong University of Science and Technology 

rch Funds for the Central Universities, HUST: 2020WKYXQN007. Mingzhi Xu 

8200905868), Peking University Initiative Scientific Research Program (Grant 

h Program (Grant No. 7101702318). 

 Commission (USITC), where trade values are reported in current prices and 

n the assumed underlying trend in aggregate bilateral trade. Figure visualizes 
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nce on the timing, magnitude and coverage of the tariffs. 2 Moreover,

agnitude and product coverage of the additional (discriminatory) tar-

ffs have been unseen for decades, which enables us to study a policy

xperiment that is unique in contemporary economic history. 

Indeed, the theoretical linkages between tariffs and firms’ labor de-

and can be manifold and predicted outcomes are potentially ambigu-

us. Some intuition can be derived from trade models with heteroge-

eous firms and imperfect product-market competition ( Melitz, 2003;

elitz and Ottaviano, 2008; Melitz and Trefler, 2012 ). Depending on

odeling assumptions and initial product-market conditions, tariffs are

ither fully or partly passed through to customers, while lower profits

ollow in both cases. With (partial) pass-through and downward-sloping

emand, exporters face lower sales, downscale their production, and

ight eventually demand less labor. Moreover, (partial) absorption of

 tariff-induced price increase might result in lower salary offers by

rms, as they seek to preserve market access (and restore profit mar-

ins) through lowering their factor costs. 3 

Adjustments by firms facing new tariffs on their imports after Chi-

ese retaliation are more difficult to predict. On the one hand, firms

ourcing intermediate inputs from the US might switch to alternative

second best) suppliers, which potentially undermines their competitive-

ess vis-à-vis less exposed firms (e.g., Handley et al., 2020b ). Fewer job

ostings could reflect an ensuing decline in labor demand. On the other

and, instead of switching suppliers, exposed firms could manufacture

he tariffed inputs themselves and hire additional workers. 4 This is rem-

niscent of the rationale proclaimed by the US administration when it

mposed additional tariffs on Chinese goods: higher tariffs might boost

omestic production and employment through import substitution. 

At least two elements complicate such reasoning. First, the US-China

rade war has created substantial economic uncertainty among Chinese

rms ( Benguria et al., 2020 ). While selection, timing, and magnitude of

dditional tariffs did not follow any rule-based mechanism, also their

uration is unknown. Second, job vacancy postings signal firms’ will-

ngness to invest now into their future workforce. With the future be-

ng uncertain, such investments might be delayed, so that a positive

mployment effect becomes less likely to materialize in the short run

 Bloom et al., 2007; Ghosal and Ye, 2015; Stein and Stone, 2013 ). Fur-

her complicating elements relate to the characteristics of the Chinese

abor market itself. Depending on the intensity at which firms compete

or qualified staff, there might be more or less room for adjustments in

ublished salary offers. Similarly, formal and informal labor market in-

titutions that determine the costs of hiring, firing and delayed hiring

ight influence firms’ adjustments. 

Against this background, we present reduced-form evidence on the

ffects of tariffs on firms’ labor demand, as reflected by their publicly

osted hiring announcements via a major Chinese job-portal. A main ad-

antage of using online job advertisements is their rich information that

s typically not observable in firm-level census or survey data. This in-

ludes, for instance, the number of open positions and their change over
2 This does not rule out that Chinese firms may have anticipated a trade war 

nd specialized away from any trade with the US. We discuss potential implica- 

ions of this and other identification issues in the main body and in the conclu- 

ions of our paper. 
3 A recent article in The Wall Street Journal ( WSJ, 2020 ) reports that Chinese 

oy manufacturers respond to additional US tariffs by using cheaper (and lower 

uality) inputs. Similar cost-saving adjustments could occur via offered wages. 

ore systematic evidence from Cavallo et al. (2019) suggests that additional US 

ariffs faced by (Chinese) exporters are almost entirely passed through, while 

mporting retailers partly absorb them at the expense of lower margins. In turn, 

S exporters facing retaliatory tariffs tend to lower their prices. 
4 Hummels et al. (2018) identify such “make-or-buy decisions ” as one key 

lement of offshoring (or re-shoring in the present case), which depends on the 

elative costs of sourcing. An ad-hoc switch to in-house production might also be 

ealistic for firms that already produce certain varieties of their imported goods 

 Bernard et al., 2020 ). 
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ime, as well as the average wage offered for a particular job. Besides

his, we are able to observe different forms of non-wage compensation

such as bonuses, subsidies and insurance packages) as well as specifi-

ations of job prerequisites (e.g., previous working experience or educa-

ional background). Our identification strategy relies on a firm-specific

easure of exposure to the trade war, which we construct based on pre-

rade war information about firms’ product mix and trade partners in a

atched firm-level customs data set. 

Our panel regression results suggest that firms exposed to higher US

ariffs responded by posting systematically fewer job ads. The reduction

mounts to about 2.4-3.2 percent for an average firm, which adds up to

bout 5,600 fewer job postings in total. A negative impact is also found

or the average wage compensation indicated in the job ads. Our esti-

ated 0.5 percent decrease corresponds to about $70 lower earnings

er year in an average job offer. Such reductions appear to be balanced

ut partly by other forms of compensation, such as bonuses. This might

uggest that firms shift towards more flexible and performance-based

ompensation schemes as they face higher US tariffs. Moreover, we find

 robust and negative relationship between US-tariff exposure and the

equired educational background, while requirements on previous job

xperience do not show any statistically significant response. The re-

uction in educational-background requirements might reflect that US

ariffs disproportionately targeted relatively skill-intensive products. 5 

In contrast to these findings, we do not detect any comparable sys-

ematic adjustments to China’s retaliatory tariffs on US products. While

he sign of the corresponding coefficient tends to be the opposite of that

or US tariffs, their magnitude and precision are substantially lower.

his is similar to findings of related studies in the US, where import tar-

ffs fail to create new jobs or boost manufacturing sector performance

e.g. Flaaen and Pierce, 2020; Goswami, 2020 ). In fact, any notable pro-

ucer gains seem to be either offset by costlier imported inputs, or by

he recent (and potentially temporary) nature of these tariffs that pre-

ents firms from investing into new jobs quickly. 6 Our main findings

re maintained after submitting our results to a number of robustness

hecks, although we document some differential responses across firms

f different size, ownership, or product mix. 

Overall, the US-China trade war appears to hurt both firms and job-

eekers, creating losers on both sides. This conclusion is in line and com-

lementary to existing studies on the trade war, which focus primarily

n the US economy ( Amiti et al., 2020; 2019; Fajgelbaum et al., 2020;

laaen and Pierce, 2020; Goswami, 2020; Handley et al., 2020a; Waugh,

019 ) or on trade and investment effects in third countries ( Egger and

hu, 2019; Meinen et al., 2019 ). We add to this literature by shedding

ight on the experience of Chinese importers and exporters during this

pisode of political escalation. 

Our reduced-form evidence provides novel insights on short-term

abor-market effects of the trade war. While existing studies typically

ely on more aggregated regional labor market data, we uncover an-

ther layer by observing firm-level adjustments in the number and con-

ent of vacancy postings over time. Our findings are also similar to

avorcik et al. (2019) , who report decreasing online-hiring activity in

he UK after the Brexit referendum, due to increased trade policy uncer-

ainty. While their approach relies on differential industry-sector and

egional exposure to a major trade-policy shock, we explicitly control

or aggregate variation along these dimensions to document more nu-

nced adjustments within firms. Our findings corroborate evidence on
5 This interpretation is in line with Atkin (2016) ; Blanchard and Ol- 

ey (2017) and also with the notion that US tariffs disproportionately targeted 

ntermediate inputs ( Handley et al., 2020a ). A reduction in educational back- 

round requirements could also be the result of changing organizational hierar- 

hies in exposed firms ( Caliendo et al., 2020 ): establishments facing a negative 

emand shock reduce the relative size of their management layer. 
6 This is in line with theories on firms’ investment behavior under policy un- 

ertainty, considering a significant option value of waiting (e.g. Handley, 2014; 

andley and Limão, 2015 ). 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-trade-war-didnt-boost-u-s-manufacturing-might-11603618203
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t  
he adverse effects of international political disintegration and uncer-

ainty on economic activity. Finally, by using newly collected data from

 Chinese job board, our study also contributes to a growing literature

hich uses online vacancy postings to analyze and compare labor mar-

et dynamics in different countries, as we will discuss in the following

ection. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces

nd describes our data in detail, along with the sample used to carry

ut the analysis of the present paper and its potential limitations. In

ection 3 , we provide additional background information on key events

f the trade war, which are relevant for our identification. Section 4 ex-

lains our empirical strategy to identify the impact of tariffs on labor

emand. Section 5 presents our results, including robustness checks, ex-

lorations of heterogeneous responses across firms, and a short discus-

ion of the implications of our findings. Section 6 concludes. 

. Online job-vacancy data 

We join a growing literature that uses job vacancy data to under-

tand a variety of issues related to the labor market. Since the early

tudy of Kuhn and Skuterud (2004) , several papers exploit such infor-

ation to study, among others, the relationship between firm perfor-

ance and skill demand ( Deming and Kahn, 2018; Kahn and Hershbein,

018 ), firm’s financial health and its recruiting outcomes ( Brown and

atsa, 2016 ), as well as other demand-side features, such as gender

iscrimination ( Kuhn and Shen, 2013 ), search effort and search du-

ation ( Faberman and Kudlyak, 2016 ), or labor market concentration

or specific types of jobs ( Azar et al., 2018 ). While most job-vacancy

atasets stem from English job-ad platforms, 7 Kuhn and Shen (2013) are

n exception, using vacancy data from the Chinese recruitment web-

ite Zhaopin.com from the years 2008-10. Our data is similar to theirs,

ut has broader coverage and overall greater resemblance with China’s

ross-regional and sectoral employment patterns reported in adminis-

rative data, as we outline below. 

.1. Data source and collection 

Our data comes from Qian Cheng Wu You 51job.com (hereafter,

1job.com), a leading company for recruiting and human resource ser-

ices in China. According to its recent annual reports, the platform

ainly targets (early career) white-collar workers in a wide range of

ob categories. Since the launch of the platform in 1999, the company

ounts about 150 million registered job-seekers and estimates that, to-

ay, almost 500,000 unique employers use their online recruiting ser-

ices every year. 8 

We are interested in the publicly available information provided to

ob-seekers via online vacancy postings at 51job.com, which comes in a

tandardized format as shown in Figure (a). Information states offered

alary and non-wage compensation, job requirements regarding educa-

ional background, working experience, language and computer skills,

 detailed job description with keywords, and the working location. Be-

ause job ads are linked to a firm’s page, we also have basic information

n the firm characteristics, such as ownership, scale of employment,

nd main industry. This information allows us to investigate labor de-

and along several dimensions while controlling for factors reflecting
7 Examples are Craiglist ( Kuhn and Skuterud, 2004 ), the Job Openings and 

abor Market Turnover (JOLTS) survey from the BLS ( Davis et al., 2012; 2013 ), 

urning Glass ( Deming and Kahn, 2018; Javorcik et al., 2019; Kahn and Her- 

hbein, 2018 ), indeed.com ( Mamertino and Sinclair, 2016; Turrell et al., 2019 ), 

areerBuilder.com ( Brown and Matsa, 2016; Marinescu, 2017 ), and Snagajob.com 

 Faberman and Kudlyak, 2016 ). 
8 Numbers presented for the years 2016- 

018 range between 460,000 and 520,000 (see 

ttps://ir.51job.com/ir/doc/2019/2018Form20FEDGARFINAL20190329.pdf , 

age 28). 
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r
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a
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3 
nobserved characteristics of a location, industry, or firm. Via a unique

RL-based vacancy-identifier (see panel (b) of Figure ), we can track job

osting activity of firms over time. 

We collected information systematically since May 2019 to construct

 dataset with monthly frequency covering the period through Novem-

er 2019. To obtain an as complete as possible record of job-postings,

e collected information several times per month and deleted duplicates

hereafter to avoid double-counting. 9 This procedure resulted in 1.7-2.7

illion distinct job vacancies per month, from 297 prefecture cities in

1 Chinese provinces. 10 We can further distinguish about 60 different

ndustry sectors. Since tariffs are applied only on imports of physical

roducts, we will mainly focus on job postings from a subset of these

ndustries and neglect potential indirect effects through upstream or

ownstream propagation of the tariff shock. Overall, both manufactur-

ng and non-manufacturing industries reveal a similar downward trend

n their number of job postings towards the end of the year (see Figure

. 

Caveats. To reflect on our collection procedure, we emphasize an

mportant issue that potentially challenges an accurate representa-

ion of labor demand in online job-vacancy data. As discussed in re-

ated research, 11 recruiters are inclined to keep expired or old job ads

o signal greater supply and choices to job seekers. Cheron and De-

reuse (2017) find this issue of “phantom vacancies ” to be substantial.

nfortunately, our data does not allow us to detect such distortions,

o that the actually reported number of job ads might overstate the true

umber of active job postings. Consequently, variables constructed from

uch data will be more rigid. With respect to purposes of our study, iden-

ifying the impact of tariffs on firms’ vacancy postings, this will likely

esult in quantitatively lower and less precisely estimated coefficients.

he same implications apply to estimated changes in the content of ob-

erved job ads, assuming that inactive job ads are no longer updated

nd therefore suppress variation in the sample. With this limitation in

ind, the following subsections present detailed descriptive statistics of

ur data and sample used. 

.2. Representativeness of the data 

In Figure 1 we illustrate the geographic coverage of our data on a

ap indicating the city-level administrative division. The relatively few

nd sometimes missing observations appear mostly in China’s sparsely

opulated regions, while most of the revealed hiring activity takes place

n Central and Eastern China. Indeed, the average incidence rate of

nique job vacancy postings per month is highly correlated with city-

evel employment and GDP figures, as we show in Appendix Figure. 

Despite broad geographic coverage, online job-vacancy data comes

t the expense of potential limitations in their representativeness for the

abor market. As discussed in related research, entry- and high-turnover

obs are likely to be over-represented and job ads posted online tend

o require a higher educational background than traditional job boards

 Davis et al., 2013; Kahn and Hershbein, 2018; Kuhn and Shen, 2013 ).

y targeting young white-collar workers, 51job.com seems to share such

haracteristics. 

To further examine the features of our data, we compare our sample

o national census data that is representative to the realized employment
9 See Section in our Data Appendix for details on our collection procedure. 
10 We refer to cities as the second layer of administrative division in China. The 

1 provinces denote the first layer, which include four centrally-administrated 

unicipalities (Beijing, Chongqing, Shanghai and Tianjin) and five autonomous 

egions (Guanxi, Inner Mongolia, Ningxia, Xinjiang, and Tibet). 
11 See Gregg and Petrongolo (2005) and Ebrahimy and Shimer (2010) for 

ntroductions to stock-flow matching models. Cai et al. (2017) and 

lbrecht et al. (2020) extend the discussion to a variety of meeting technologies 

nd market structures, while Cheron and Decreuse (2017) and Albrecht, De- 

reuse, Vroman use both theoretical search models and empirical evidence to 

eveal the existence of frictions resulting from “phantom vacancies ”. 

https://ir.51job.com/ir/doc/2019/2018Form20FEDGARFINAL20190329.pdf
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Fig. 1. Geographic coverage and concentration of job vacancies, full sample 

Note : Authors’ calculations based on data downloaded from 51job.com between 

May and November 2019. Figure shows coverage and concentration of average 

monthly number of observed vacancies across 297 out of 343 perfecture-level 

cities. Intervals depict quartiles. 
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Table 1 

Summary Statistics of Job Vacancies from firms matched to customs data 

Panel A. Job vacancy characteristics Mean Std.Dev. 

Wage offer (10,000 RMB/year) 

Average 10.12 16.96 

Minimum 8.01 13.08 

Maximum 12.22 21.23 

Non-wage compensation (share of vacancies) 

Subsidies 0.56 0.50 

Bonus 0.49 0.50 

Insurance package 0.71 0.45 

Job requirements 

Average work experience (years) 1.76 1.99 

Minimum 1.58 1.71 

Maximum 1.95 2.28 

College degree or higher (fraction of jobs) 0.77 0.42 

Panel B. Firm characteristics % of jobs % of firms 

Firm ownership 

State-owned/controlled 7.1 5.8 

Foreign-owned 21.2 28.6 

Private-domestic 71.5 65.5 

Firm scale 

Small ( ≤ 50 empl.) 5.8 19.0 

Medium-small (50-500 empl.) 39.5 53.8 

Medium-large (500-5,000 empl.) 39.6 22.8 

Large ( > 5,000 empl.) 12.8 2.9 

Number of unique jobs 607,532 

Number of firms 30,123 

Note : Author’s calculations based on data collected from 51job.com. Sum- 

mary statistics for sample of firms matched with China Customs informa- 

tion, May-November 2019. Reported percentages in Panel B might not add 

up to 100, because some firms did not report this information. 
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n China. Even though hiring intentions of firms revealed via online job-

ds differ substantially from realized matches in the labor market, we

an still learn from such a side-by-side comparison. Considering the dis-

ribution of educational backgrounds in Figure, we observe that more

han 70 percent of the advertised jobs require college education as a

inimum. While this is less than the 87 percent reported by Kuhn and

hen (2013 , Table I), the China Population Census from 2015 and pre-

ious editions suggest a much lower shares of 30 percent or less. Dif-

erences between skills searched by firms in our data and matched skills

n the Census data may explain part of this discrepancy. Nevertheless,

acancies posted at 51job.com seem to disproportionately target higher

kill segments of the labor market. 

Regarding coverage and patterns across industries, we compare job

ostings to sectoral employment and firm populations. 12 Figure (a)

hows the number of jobs across industries, reflecting occupied jobs (i.e.

mployment) in the Census and job vacancies in our sample. The most

alient group — manufacturing — coincides in both data sets, counting

5-50 percent of the jobs. The second and third largest numbers in our

acancy data belong to the health/pharmaceutical sector and to IT ser-

ices. Neither of them stands out in the census data. Panel (b) of Figure

resents the industry distribution of hiring firms. Again, the manufactur-

ng sector dominates in both data sets while energy, health, real estate,

nd IT services follow in the vacancy data. In contrast to this, the census

ata prominently features public managements jobs and firms, which is

ot covered in our data. As in Kuhn and Shen (2013 , Table A.1), online

ob ads appear to be skewed towards the private sector. 13 
12 We use the most recent offical census data sets: the China Population Census 

015 and the China Economic Census 2018. More information can be found at 

ational Bureau of Statistics of China . Different levels of sector and industry 

isaggregation complicate comparison of job-vacancy data with Census statistics 

nd could lead to potential inaccuracies of this assessment. Numerical values 

hould therefore be interpreted in orders of magnitude rather than precise values 

r cutoffs. 
13 See Table for further comparisons of our data to the information from the 

haopin.com sample used in Kuhn and Shen (2013) , and the selected urban cen- 

us population from China’s eight highest-income provinces summarized by the 

ame authors. 
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.3. Data sample 

For our empirical analysis, we constrain our sample to firms that

re directly involved in international trade, for reasons we explain in

reater detail below. We use the company name stated on 51job.com to

nd matching records in Chinese Customs statistics and obtain a sample

f 30,123 firms which posted 607,532 different vacancies during the

eriod from May through November 2019. 14 

Table 1 presents summary statistics of our sample, where the aver-

ge annual wage offer ranges around 100,000 RMB. This corresponds

o about 14,500 US dollars per year, which is above China’s average in-

ome per capita. 15 Many of the vacancies offer some form of non-wage

ompensation, such as subsidies and bonus payments. Over 70% of the

acancies provide a package of five insurances and housing compen-

ation as additional welfare benefits for employees. 16 In terms of job

equirements, 77% of the vacancies require a college degree as a mini-

um, while the bar of working experience is set at 1.76 years on average

i.e., one year and 9 months). Panel B of Table 1 presents firm charac-

eristics. We observe that privately owned domestic firms dominate the

ample, followed by foreign-owned (and invested) enterprises and state-

wned firms (SOEs). 17 Distinguishing firm scales indicates that large

rms account for more than half of the job postings in our sample, while

hey represent only about 25 percent of the firms. Overall, medium-sized
14 As company names might be spelled differently across data sets, we require 

 similarity score of at least 75 percent to qualify as a match. On average firms 

n our final sample score close to 90 percent. 
15 GDP per capita for 2018-19 ranged just below 10,000 US dollars, which 

onfirms that vacancies posted at 51job.com represent relatively better-paying 

obs. 
16 Five insurances include unemployment insurance, endowment insurance, 

edical insurance, work-related injury insurance, and maternity insurance. De- 

ailed descriptions are presented in Table 
17 Comparing the respective percentages for jobs and firms further reveals that 

oreign-owned firms post relatively fewer job ads via this platform on average 

han Chinese firms. 

http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/pcsj/
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Fig. 2. Average US and Chinese Tariffs Note : 

Authors’ calculations based on data from 

Fajgelbaum et al. (2020) , Li (2018) , and 

own updates. Tariffs denote monthly aver- 

ages computed from 8-digit Harmonized Tar- 

iff Schedules (HTS). Timing determined based 

on whether effective dates fell into first or sec- 

ond half of a month. R1-R4 indicate rounds 

of Chinese retaliation. Shaded areas indicate 

the observations period in our job-vacancy data 

( Section 2 ). 
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19 We do not exploit MFN tariffs in our empirical analysis, but display this 
rms dominate, even though the very large and very small firms also

rovide meaningful numbers of observations. 

We present further summary statistics in Appendix. Figure depicts

he geographic coverage of our matched sample, indicating the concen-

ration of job ads as well as average wage levels. Not surprisingly, high-

aying job offers concentrate in China’s coastal provinces, besides some

xceptions. In contrast to the overall sample, the number of vacancies for

atched firms appears to be relatively higher the inner-land regions. An

xplanation could be that modern China has moved its labor-intensive

anufacturing base into inner Chinese regions ( Mau and Xu, 2019 ),

hereas higher-paid jobs are offered in other, more knowledge-intensive

ectors outside of our sample. In terms of sectoral coverage, we continue

o observe a wide range of industries, but further concentration on man-

facturing. Table shows that the top ten industries account for about two

hirds of the observed job ads and firms in our sample and contain only

ne non-manufacturing sector: “Trade / Import and Export ”. 18 Monthly

ummary statistics for the number and key-attributes of the sampled job

acancies are shown in Table. They indicate a gradual decline in job-

osting activity over time (including fewer firms posting job ads), but

airly stable compensation offers and job requirements on average. In

he following sections we describe how we exploit this data to infer the

ffects of the trade war on firms’ labor demand. 

. The US-China trade war 

.1. Stages of escalation 

Since 2018, the US administration under President Trump imple-

ented protectionist trade policies in several rounds using various jus-

ifications. In a first round, in February 2018, global safeguard tariffs

ere applied on imports of washing machines and solar panels. These

ere followed by tariffs on steel and aluminum in March 2018, justified

ith national security concerns. The new tariffs affected major US trad-

ng partners, who responded with retaliatory tariffs whenever they saw

iolations of WTO law ( Bown and Kolb, 2019; Fajgelbaum et al., 2020 ).

Next to these multilateral tariffs, China became a main target of US

rade policy following investigations on the abuse of US companies’ in-

ellectual property rights and other allegations. Since then, the US gov-

rnment imposed additional tariffs on Chinese products in three rounds

n early July, late August and late September 2018. A fourth round fol-

owed at the beginning of May 2019, which increased tariffs further on

oods that were already targeted in the third round (China III). China

etaliated by imposing own tariffs on US products, as shown in Figure 2 .

he additional bilateral tariffs contrast strongly with the average MFN
18 See Table for a full list of industries. 
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ariffs the two countries apply on imports from most of its trade partners,

n line with WTO guidelines. 19 

Tariffs applied also to a broad range of products. The first major

ounds of US tariffs on China became effective on July 06th and August

3rd, 2018. They targeted respectively 891 and 244 product categories,

pecified according to the 8-digit Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS), with

n additional 25% increase on the existing rates. China’s retaliation to

hese first rounds targeted an equivalent value of US goods covering 184

nd 173 products, respectively, with an extra 25% rate. 20 On September

4th, 2018, the US applied another 15% tariff rate on 4,626 products

aluing about $200 billion in imports. China’s response entailed a simul-

aneous tariff increase by 5 and 10 percentage points targeting 4,062 US

roducts worth about $60 billion in imports. At the same time, the US

dministration announced to increase tariffs on the same goods by an-

ther 25 percentage points at a later stage and China announced to do

he same. In fact, following a meeting in December 2018, the govern-

ents agreed to postpone these measures, and China eliminated some

f its retaliatory tariffs on US cars and car parts in early 2019. How-

ver, another stage of the escalation followed in May 2019, when the

S applied the previously announced additional tariffs. China followed

 month later. 

Despite ongoing threats over the months that followed, no further

ariffs had been imposed since then. In December 2019, the two parties

nnounced a so-called “Phase-one Deal ” in which China committed to

urchase major amounts of US products, while leaving unchanged all

ther measures taken before. The agreement was signed in mid-January

020 and came into effect a month later. As our sample with monthly

ob-vacancy data begins in May 2019, our analysis will focus on the last

ound of tariff increases, which are denoted by “China IV ” and “R4 ” in

igure 2 . At that stage the US had applied additional tariffs on almost

5 percent of the 8,225 products that are defined in the HTS. 

.2. Potential effects on firms’ vacancy postings 

Empirical research on the US-China trade war documents an abrupt

nd major impact of the tariffs on export revenues of the two coun-

ries (e.g. Fajgelbaum et al., 2020; Meinen et al., 2019 ). While Chinese

xporters can theoretically pass on the tariffs to their US customers, it

ight be rational to absorb (at least some of) the burden to avoid ex-

essive reductions in sales. To absorb the tariff burden, firms have to

ower their “factory gate ” prices, which can be achieved by lowering

ark-ups or unit production costs. Regardless of which strategy a firm

dopts, employees are likely to suffer. Lower sales translate into lower
nformation for illustrative purposes and assume that the majority of trade flows 

re subject to those (stable and predictable) rates. 
20 Earlier, in April 2018, China had imposed tariffs on 87 products amounting 

o $2.4 billion in imports from the US, responding to the steel and aluminum 

ariffs it had imposed on several of its trade partners. 
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22 Our base year pre-dates Donald Trump’s presidency. Although he threat- 

ened to impose trade policy measures against China already during his electoral 

campaign, he was not expected to win the presidency in late 2016. We argue 

that it is unlikely that Chinese firms anticipated such tariffs, which could af- 

fect our measure of exposure (see ( Amiti et al., 2019 ) for further discussion 

on this issue). Trade statistics from UN Comtrade support this assumption, sug- 

gesting that the US share in Chinese exports increased in the years 2016-2018, 

from 18.4 to 19.2, before dropping to 16.8 in 2019. The US share in Chinese 

imports ranged at 8.4-8.5 percent in 2016 and 2017, before decreasing to 7.3 

and 6.0 percent in the following two years. Very similar patterns — except for 

the contractions in 2019 — are observed for China’s trade with Germany, an- 
abor demand. Charging a lower price per unit sold might exert pressure

n wages. 

While our data does not allow us to trace adjustments for firms’ exist-

ng employees, we do observe requested characteristics of firms’ poten-

ial future employees. Given lower sales and the economic and political

ncertainty surrounding the trade war, we expect that the number of

ob vacancies posted by firms facing additional US tariffs will decline

 Benguria et al., 2020; Handley, 2014; Handley and Limão, 2015 ). We

ight also expect adjustments in the advertised compensation, if local

abor market conditions allow for it. However, if wage offers decrease

oo much firms risk deterring good candidates. Reductions in the of-

ered wage compensation may therefore require an increase in alterna-

ive forms of compensation, such as bonuses, subsidies or insurances. 

Predicting adjustments in skill-requirements, such as education and

revious work experience is more difficult. Skill demand might depend

n firms’ efforts of shifting sales towards products that are less exposed

o US tariffs ( Atkin, 2016; Blanchard and Olney, 2017 ). If such a strategy

s relevant, we might observe relatively lower skill-requirements (e.g.

ducational background) in our job ads, as products shipped to the US

elong to the most skill-intensive goods in China’s exports (see Figure

nd). An alternative channel could be that exposed firms respond to

ower sales and cost pressure by seeking workers willing to accept lower

ages. This might lead firms to request lower minimum standards in

ork experience and educational background in their job vacancies. 

Since the trade-war involved reciprocally applied tariffs, Chinese

rms might also be affected by the retaliation of their own govern-

ent. These might theoretically protect some firms from external US

ompetition, but it is questionable that this gives sufficient incentives

or adjustments in labor demand and compensation offers. Given their

d-hoc nature, firms risk being exposed to a sudden removal of these

ariffs, which would leave them with too many employees and poten-

ial separation costs adding to their earlier hiring costs. Indeed, related

tudies on the US labor market adjustments fail to provide any evidence

f increased hiring and employment in protected industries and regions

uring this episode ( Flaaen and Pierce, 2020; Goswami, 2020; Waugh,

019 ). 

Finally, since the goods China imports from the US might be impor-

ant intermediate inputs, retaliatory tariffs might actually hurt import-

ng firms or retailers as their supply-chains are disrupted. 21 Again, it is

nclear how firms would respond: producing in-house and hire more;

ubstitute import source and stay as before; or scale down and hire less.

erived adjustments in labor demand appear to depend critically on

pecific assumptions, so we intend to answer these questions empiri-

ally but remain skeptical regarding major increases in labor demand

fter Chinese retaliation. 

. Empirical framework 

.1. Firm-level exposure to the trade war 

.1.1. Measurement and identification 

We construct two measures of firm-level exposure to additional tar-

ffs and discuss their interpretation. The first measure captures exposure

o US tariffs, which mainly affects exporters. The second measure cap-

ures exposure to China’s retaliatory tariffs on US products and mainly

ffects importers. 

We denote TariffUS 
𝑓 as the US-tariff exposure of firm 𝑓 , which is con-

tructed as follows: 

ariffUS 
𝑓𝑡 = 

∑
𝑗∈𝐽 𝑒 

𝑓 

[ 

𝑋 

US 
𝑓𝑗0 ∑

𝑖 𝑋 

𝑖 
𝑓𝑗0 

𝜏US 
𝑗𝑡 

] 

, (1) 
21 Handley et al. (2020a) and Flaaen and Pierce (2020) find negative effects of 

uch supply-chain disruptions on US firm and export performance. 
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here 𝜏US 
𝑗𝑡 

is good 𝑗’s ad valorem tariff imposed by the US at time (i.e.

onth) 𝑡 , 𝑋 

US 
𝑓𝑗0 is firm 𝑓 ’s exports of good 𝑗 to the US in a pre-sample

ase-period 𝑡 = 0 (i.e. 2016), which we divide by firms’ total export rev-

nues from good 𝑗, as indicated in the denominator. 𝐽 𝑒 
𝑓 

is the set of

oods exported by firm 𝑓 . By interacting the US tariff rate with a mea-

ure of the relative importance of the US market for each exporter, we

btain our measure of exposure as a weighted average of the US tariff

ate faced by firm 𝑓 . 

Likewise, based on China’s retaliation tariffs on US goods and firms’

mports data, we construct our measure of firm 𝑓 ’s exposure to import

ariffs: 

ariffCHN 
𝑓𝑡 = 

∑
𝑗∈𝐽 𝑚 

𝑓 

[ 

𝑀 

US 
𝑓𝑗0 ∑

𝑖 𝑀 

𝑖 
𝑓𝑗0 

𝜏CHN 
𝑗𝑡 

] 

, (2) 

here 𝜏CHN 
𝑗𝑡 

is good 𝑗’s ad valorem tariff imposed by China on the US

oods at time 𝑡 (i.e. month), 𝑀 

US 
𝑓𝑗0 is firm 𝑓 ’s average imports of good

from the US in a pre-sample base-period 𝑡 = 0 (i.e. 2016), which we

ivide by firms’ total imports of good 𝑗, as indicated in the denominator.

 

𝑚 
𝑓 

is the set of goods imported by firm 𝑓 . By interacting the Chinese

ariff rate on US products with a measure of their relative importance for

ach importer, we obtain our firm-level measure of exposure to import

ariffs. 

Since we observe both applied tariffs and firms’ relative “specializa-

ion ” in US trade relations in our data, we obtain a fairly direct measure

f exposure to the trade war, which is methodologically comparable to

elated research on this topic (e.g. Goswami, 2020; Waugh, 2019 ). Fur-

hermore, by employing customs data from 2016 to construct our pre-

eriod weights, we attempt to address endogeneity concerns that could

otentially bias our estimates. 22 However, we also face one caveat for

dentification, as our pre-sample period weight does not take into ac-

ount firms’ domestic sales and purchases. As a result, it is possible that

 firm with a high degree of specialization in US trade relations, accord-

ng to our measure, is actually specialized in domestic transactions. We

ould overstate the degree of such a firms’ exposure and may likewise

nderstate the exposure of highly export-oriented firms. Although we

annot rule out such a possibility, we expect that such measurement er-

or would lead to an attenuation bias and loss of precision in our point

stimates. 

.1.2. Tariff and trade data 

To construct our measures of firm-level exposure, we combine in-

ormation from two datasets. The first is the China Customs dataset,

n which we observe export and import values at the product-firm-

estination (or source) country level for all international transactions in

016. We use this information to compute the firm-specific weights that

apture their relative reliance on US trade relations. We combine this

ata with a detailed dataset of US tariffs imposed upon China, as well as

hinese retaliatory tariffs on the US, which is reported at a monthly fre-

uency for the years 2016-2019. We collected the reciprocal Chinese and
ther large high-income market, which suggests that any pre-trends observed in 

hina’s trade with the US might not be exclusive to their bilateral relations or 

ndicated anticipation of a trade war. Besides this, we also note that any major 

nticipation effects in firms’ hiring behavior would induce a downward bias on 

ur estimated coefficients. 
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25 Also the reported (more aggregated) industry affiliations cannot be directly 
S tariffs from several data sources, including official communications

y the US Trade Representative, the CARD Trade War Tariffs Database

 Li, 2018 ), as well as data provided by Fajgelbaum et al. (2020) and

own and Kolb (2019) . US and Chinese MFN tariff rates were col-

ected from the WTO (World Trade Organization) Tariff Download Fa-

ility database. Chinese MFN tariffs were further complemented with

ata from Bown and Kolb (2019) , which includes more recent changes

n tariffs based on official government communications. 

The evolution of these tariffs has already been discussed in Section 3,

igure 2 , and we provide further details for the period 2018-2019 in Ta-

le. Columns (1)-(4) show that, starting with MFN tariff rates of 3.6%

nd 9.2% in an average (6-digit HS) product category, both the US and

hina increased their reciprocally bilateral discriminatory tariffs up to

3.2% and 25.1% respectively in just two years. Columns (5)-(8) in-

icate increases in very similar orders of magnitude for our firm-level

easure of tariff exposure obtained from Equations (1) and (2) . The

eriod since May 2019 is of central interest for our study, where we ob-

erve an average increase in firm-level US tariff exposure by about 7.8

ercentage points (i.e., from 0.169 to 0.247 in column (5)). Firm-level

xposure to retaliatory tariffs increased by about 7.0 percentage points

i.e., from 0.136 to 0.206 in column (7)). 

.2. Estimation 

.2.1. Empirical baseline specification 

To investigate the effect of tariffs on firms’ recruiting behavior, we

dopt a simple linear panel regression model: 

 𝑓𝑡 = 𝛽1 ln (1 + TariffUS 
𝑓 ,𝑡 −1 ) + 𝛽2 ln (1 + TariffCHN 

𝑓 ,𝑡 −1 ) + 𝕏 

′
𝑐𝑡 𝛾 + 𝜂𝑓 + 𝜂𝑡 + 𝜀 𝑓𝑡 , (3) 

here TariffUS 
𝑓 ,𝑡 −1 and TariffCHN 

𝑓 ,𝑡 −1 are US and Chinese tariffs faced by firm

, lagged by one month. We employ lagged tariff exposure since we

ount vacancies as monthly totals, while actual implementation and

esponses could have taken place on different dates during the same

onth. By using lags, we avoid potential problems arising from a dif-

erent order of events and also allow firms a limited amount of time

o adjust to the tariffs. 23 In line with the empirical trade literature we

mploy tariff exposure as an iceberg trade-cost term by adding one to

he tariff rate and taking logs (e.g., a 5 percent of firm tariff exposure

easure would enter the equation as ln (1 . 05) ). Overall, the estimated co-

fficients 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 will indicate the average treatment effect of the final

ound in the US-China trade war that reveals throughout our 5 months

f observations. 

To isolate the effect as good as possible, we control for potentially

onfounding factors and implement firm fixed effects ( 𝜂𝑓 ) and time fixed

ffects ( 𝜂𝑡 ) into our baseline estimation equation. Time fixed effects con-

rol for aggregate trends or shocks that are correlated with both our de-

endent variable and our main variables of interest. This includes, for

xample, seasonal fluctuations in hiring which might happen to coin-

ide with tariff changes. Firm fixed effects are included to control for

nobservable time-invariant characteristics of a firm. This is of partic-

lar importance in our context, as we do not observe many firm-level

haracteristics, including its hiring history. However, as we can observe

rms’ location (at the city level 𝑐), we employ time-varying control vari-

bles along these dimensions in vector 𝕏 𝑐𝑡 to capture aggregate develop-

ents in local labor markets. Specifically, we include the total number

f firms posting job vacancies as well as the total number of job va-

ancies available in city 𝑐 and at time 𝑡 . 24 Finally, 𝜀 𝑓𝑡 denotes an i.i.d.
23 Meinen et al. (2019) show that the effects of the trade war on US imports 

rom China started to materialize in the last quarter of 2018, i.e. in the quarter 

fter the first tariffs had come into effect. This is also in line with our descriptive 

vidence presented in Figure. 
24 Since every firm 𝑓 resides only in a single location, we suppress city sub- 

cripts 𝑐 in our dependent variable and in the tariff measures to avoid confusion 

bout the dimensions of their variation. 
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rror term which we cluster at the city-month level. As an alternative

o our baseline specification, we also estimate a model with firm ( 𝜂𝑓 ),

ity-time ( 𝜂𝑐𝑡 ), and industry-time ( 𝜂𝑗𝑡 ) fixed effects to control for distinct

easonality patterns along those dimensions. 

.2.2. Dependent variables 

We employ a number of different dependent variables, 𝑦 𝑓𝑡 , to analyze

lternative outcomes of the US-China trade war. The primary outcome

f interest, however, is the number of job vacancies posted by a firm.

uch job ads denote the “extensive margin ” of firms’ labor demand and

e consider two ways of measuring it. First, we measure the stock of

ob ads held by a firm in a particular month. That is, if a firm posts a

ob in May and it is still online in June and July, it will be counted into

ur measure of active job postings. A caveat arises when we want to

nterpret any changes in this variable, due to our inability to observe

hy a job ad disappears. This can be due to a successful match or due

o a withdrawal that resulted from changed hiring decisions. Next to

his, such measure faces the “phantom vacancies ” issue discussed earlier

n the paper, which might keep the vacancy stock artificially high and

igid. We therefore also consider the flow of newly posted vacancies.

ith this measure, each job ad is counted only once, and a vacancy is

onsidered as being new, whenever it could be observed at download

nstance 𝑡 but not at the previous instance 𝑡 − 1 . A change in this measure

ight give a clearer indication of the firm’s hiring intentions. 

Next to counting the number of online job vacancies, we are also

nterested in the content of the job ads. We analyze these by observing

i) measures of the nominal wage offered in a firms’ average job-ad; (ii)

ndicators of other forms of compensation, such as bonus payments, sub-

idies or insurances; and (iii) job requirements, as specified by previous

ork experience and educational background. A detailed overview of

he variables along with further descriptions is provided in Table. Since

hese measures relate to the “intensive margin ” of the job ads, we take

nto account the possibility (and practice) of firms to update their ex-

sting vacancies over time. We therefore compute firm-level averages

f these variables based on the stock of active vacancies in a particular

onth. 

.2.3. Sample structure 

As indicated in Section 2 , we analyze the impact of the trade war on

abor demand for a subpopulation of firms that are engaged in interna-

ional trade. The reasons for doing so are threefold. First, many firms in

ur job-vacancy data might be unaffected by the trade war, simply be-

ause they do not engage in international trade (directly or indirectly).

econd, even if they are affected indirectly, it is impossible for us to

easure their exposure to the trade war, as we do not observe such in-

ormation. 25 Third, since typically only a fraction of firms in a country

re involved in international transactions, and as such firms are quite

istinct from non-trading firms, we do not believe that non-trading firms

onstitute an appropriate control group. 26 Instead, our control group

omprises an abundant number of firms that trade internationally but

ot with the US. For those firms Tariff𝑈𝑆 
𝑓𝑡 

and Tariff𝐶𝐻𝑁 

𝑓𝑡 
are equal to

ero by construction and they count about a third of the firms in our

ample. Likewise, we observe about equally-sized groups of firms which

re exposed to the trade war through only one channel: either via their
ranslated into firm exposure via input-output linkages as done, for instance, 

y Flaaen and Pierce (2020) . This has implications for the interpretation of our 

esults as we explain in our concluding remarks below. 
26 One reason for this skepticism is differences in firm size that typically prevail 

etween trading and non-trading firms. Another reason is the different market 

nvironments in which such firms operate. While trading firms operate at a 

lobal scale in highly competitive markets, non-trading firms may be shielded 

rom such competition if they produce and sell exclusively in domestic (niche) 

arkets. 
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Table 2 

Number of vacancy postings and exposure to tariffs 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Dependent variable : Stock (all job vacancies) Flow (new job vacancies) 

Number of vacancies ( 𝑁 

𝑣 
𝑓𝑡 

) OLS OLS Poisson OLS OLS Poisson 

ln (1 + Tariff
CHN 

𝑓𝑡 −1 ) -3.219 -3.247 0.270 -7.725 ∗ ∗ -7.567 ∗ ∗ 0.176 

(2.575) (2.820) (0.356) (2.300) (2.346) (0.471) 

ln (1 + Tariff
US 

𝑓𝑡 −1 ) -3.322 ∗ ∗ -4.200 ∗ ∗ -0.492 ∗ ∗ -2.190 ∗ -6.265 ∗ ∗ ∗ -0.651 ∗ ∗ 

(1.145) (1.582) (0.224) (1.112) (1.348) (0.311) 

Observations 189,272 188,909 188,705 189,196 188,880 188,479 

R-squared 0.763 0.767 0.522 0.536 

City Controls Y Y 

Month FE Y Y 

Firm FE Y Y Y Y Y Y 

City-Month FE Y Y Y Y 

Sector-Month FE Y Y Y Y 

Notes: Regressions use firm online job vacancy data from May through November 2019. Results 

in column (1)-(3) are based on the stock of firms’ job vacancies, where job ads are counted inde- 

pendently across months. Results in column (4)-(6) are based on flow of new job vacancies, where 

only the first appearance of each job ID is counted. Time-varying city-level control variables include 

the total number of firms and vacancies observed. Standard errors are reported in parentheses. For 

linear models, estimated coefficients denote semi-elasticities and standard errors are adjusted for 

clustering at the city and month level. For the Poisson fixed-effects models, coefficients reflect esti- 

mated elasticities and reported standard errors are bootstrapped. Statistical significance: ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, 
∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1. 
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xports or via their imports. Overall, about half of the firms in our sam-

le are exposed to the additional tariffs imposed during the most recent

ound of the trade war, while the remaining firms do trade with the US

ut were not affected by these tariffs. 27 

Table provides further information on the variation in our sample.

t shows summary statistics for average vacancy stocks, wage offers,

nd firm characteristics by sub-samples of firms with varying lengths of

osting job ads. 28 Not only does the number of firms differ across these

ub-samples, characteristics such as the number of vacancies posted,

verage wage and scale of firms also vary. Both the number of job va-

ancies and average wages have an upward trend as the duration of

ob posting increases. Firms with larger numbers of employees are more

ikely to continuously post job-ads, while small-scale firms post jobs for

 shorter duration. This suggests that larger firms also offer better paid

obs on average. Ownership types of firms posting jobs across months

re relatively stable across posting lengths. Overall, our data appears

o feature sufficient within- and across-firm variation to exploit for the

urposes of this study. 

. Results 

.1. Main findings 

.1.1. Number of job vacancies 

Our first dependent variable measures the absolute number of job

acancies posted by firm 𝑓 at time 𝑡 . Since this is a count variable

hich features zeros and otherwise discrete positive values, we present

esults for a linear regression approach, as introduced in the previous

ection, and for a Poisson regression model ( Marinescu and Rathelot,

018; Wooldridge, 2010 ). 

Table 2 displays the results for the stock and flow of firms’ job post-

ngs, respectively, in columns (1)-(3) and (4)-(6). Throughout all spec-

fications, we find a negative and statistically significant effect of in-
27 In our robustness check below, we report results for firms’ overall hiring 

ctivity based on alternative compositions of our control group. 
28 In the first panel, 1-month firms , corresponds to summary statistics for firms 

hat post job ads in only one of the seven months we observe in our sample, 

hile the next panel, 2-month firms , features firms posting jobs for two months, 

nd so on. 

c

o  

i  

l  

a  

I

8 
reasing US tariffs on job postings of exposed firms. Including city- and

ector-month fixed effects into our model results in quantitatively larger

oefficient estimates, as shown in columns (1)-(2) and (4)-(5). Also the

oisson model suggests that firms that exported to the US reduced hir-

ng efforts when facing increased tariffs. Generally, this effect reveals

tronger when we measure the flow of job vacancies, which implies that

xposed firms advertise fewer new jobs. 

To give these coefficients a quantitative interpretation, we consider

he result from column (2) to infer that a one log-point increase in ln (1 +
ariff𝑈𝑆 

𝑓𝑡 −1 ) results in 4.2 fewer job vacancies on average per firm. In

act, using numbers from Table, we see that this variable increased by

bout 0.065 log points during our sample period. This implies about 0.27

ewer jobs offers by an average firm between May and November 2019.

s we observe about 20,500 firms at the beginning of our sample, the

stimated job loss amounts to approximately 5,600 fewer job postings in

otal. In relative terms, we observe in Table that an average firm posted

bout 11.34 job ads at the beginning of our sample period, so that the

stimated 0.27 fewer jobs per firm correspond to a reduction by 2.4

ercent. Our Poisson results, displayed in column (3), suggest a similar

eduction by (0.492 ×0 . 065 ≈) 3.2 percent. 

In contrast to the US tariffs, coefficients estimated for the effect of

hina’s retaliation are less robust. The linear models result in negative

oefficient estimates, which are statistically significant only for the new

ob ads in columns (4) and (5). This would point towards a detrimen-

al effect of Chinese retaliation tariffs on firms’ scale of activity, which

esults in less hiring. However, the Poisson model suggests the opposite

hen it reports a positive (albeit statistically insignificant) coefficient,

hich would point towards an increased hiring activity. Overall, the

verage treatment effect of China’s retaliation on firms’ hiring activity

emains inconclusive. 

.1.2. Average Wage per Vacancy 

We next study how firms’ wage schedules responded to the tariff

hanges. To do so, we compute for each firm 𝑓 the average wage 𝑤 𝑓𝑡 

ffered in the vacancies it had posted at time 𝑡 . Since job ads ( 𝑣 ) typically

ndicate a wage range, i.e. a minimum and a maximum wage (or salary)

evel, we analyze responses in both of these wages separately and in

ddition responses in the average of the two ( 𝑤 

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 
𝑓𝑣𝑡 

≡ ( 𝑤 

min 
𝑓𝑣𝑡 

+ 𝑤 

max 
𝑓𝑣𝑡 

)∕2 ).
n all specifications, we measure wage rates in logs. 
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Table 3 

Wage offers and exposure to tariffs 

Dependent variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Wage/salary ( ln 𝑤 𝑓𝑡 ) Minimum Maximum Average Dispersion 

ln (1 + Tariff
CHN 

𝑓𝑡 −1 ) 0.009 -0.002 0.035 0.022 0.026 0.014 0.026 0.025 

(0.044) (0.045) (0.046) (0.048) (0.045) (0.046) (0.015) (0.017) 

ln (1 + Tariff
US 

𝑓𝑡 −1 ) -0.085 ∗ ∗ -0.083 ∗ -0.073 ∗ -0.065 ∗ -0.077 ∗ -0.071 ∗ 0.013 0.018 

(0.034) (0.042) (0.031) (0.038) (0.032) (0.039) (0.011) (0.012) 

Observations 107,800 107,448 107,800 107,448 107,800 107,448 107,800 107,448 

R-squared 0.738 0.742 0.732 0.736 0.734 0.738 0.736 0.740 

City Controls Y Y Y Y 

Month FE Y Y Y Y 

Firm FE Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

City-Month FE Y Y Y Y 

Sector-Month FE Y Y Y Y 

Notes: Regressions use firm online job vacancy data from May through November 2019. Average wages in columns 

(1) to (6) are measured in logs ( ln 𝑤 𝑓𝑡 ); wage dispersion in columns (7) and (8) is measured as ( ln 𝑤 

𝑚𝑎𝑥 
𝑓𝑡 

− ln 𝑤 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
𝑓𝑡 

). 

Coefficients report estimated wage-tariff elasticities. Time-varying city-level control variables include the total 

number of firms and vacancies observed. Standard errors are reported in parentheses and adjusted for clustering 

at the city and month level. Statistical significance: ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1. 
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Table 3 presents our results. We find small positive, yet statistically

nsignificant, responses to Chinese retaliation tariffs, and negative sta-

istically significant coefficients for the effect of US tariffs on advertised

age levels. Columns (1) and (2) suggest that the lower bound of annual

ages offered in our observed job ads decreased among firms that were

ore exposed to the trade war. The same can be found for the upper

ound of annual wages and for the average of the two, in columns (3)-

4) and (5)-(6), respectively. Throughout, the estimated coefficients sug-

est a fairly low elasticity of wages with respect to faced tariffs among

hinese firms. Yet, given the major increase in tariff levels during the

rade war, the coefficients imply about (( ln ([1 . 247]) − ln [1 . 169]) × 𝛽1 ) ≈
.5 percent lower wages offered by affected firms (which corresponds

o about $70 less per year, if the average wage compensation is $14,500

s stated in Table 1 ). 29 The last two columns confirm that the size of the

ndicated wage intervals does not change significantly among firms. 

.1.3. Non-wage compensation 

A lower offered wage does not necessarily imply the labor costs

ould decrease. Non-wage compensation can account for major por-

ions of total labor costs ( Liu et al., 2019; Woodbury, 1983 ). Indeed, it

ight be convenient for firms to offer alternative forms of compensation

f they have different means to providing such benefits. To evaluate such

djustments, we focus on three different forms of alternative compen-

ation schemes: bonuses, subsidies, and insurances. With bonuses firms

an avoid early commitments to paying higher wages when the actual

erformance of the future employee (but also of the firm as a whole

uring the trade war) is uncertain. Subsidies include the provision of

vertime pay or transportation, communication, and meal allowances

y the employer, whereas insurances include the provision of a “five-

nsurances ” package that is part of China’s social security system. 30 

To evaluate whether firms increasingly advertise the provision of

uch alternative forms of compensation, we compute the share of a firm’s

ob ads including such components. That is, the share of jobs offering
29 Since job postings quote nominal wages, the income loss in purchasing 

ower adjusted terms is likely to be higher, given overall lower price levels 

n China compared to high income economies. For example, according to World 

ank data, China’s PPP-adjusted GDP per capita is about 50 percent higher than 

he nominal figure. 
30 The five insurances include unemployment, pension, medical, work-related 

njury, and maternity insurances. While being mandatory in principle, it is 

ot implemented throughout the country and some foreign enterprises might 

e eligible for exemptions from it. See www.china-briefing.com/news/social- 

nsurance for an overview. 
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onus payments to employees ( 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝐵𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 
𝑓𝑡 

) is defined as follows: 

ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝐵𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 
𝑓𝑡 

= 

∑
𝑣 ∈Ω𝑓𝑡 

𝟏 𝑓𝑣𝑡 ( the advertisement explicitly offers bonus ) 

𝑁 

𝑣 
𝑓𝑡 

(4) 

here Ω𝑓𝑡 denotes the mass of all vacancies posted by firm 𝑓 in month 𝑡 ,

 

𝑣 
𝑓𝑡 

is the number of job vacancies posted by firm 𝑓 in month 𝑡 , and 𝟏 𝑓𝑣𝑡 
s an indicator variable that equals to one if job-ad 𝑣 explicitly mentions

hat the job will be offered with performance-based bonus payment.

e compute shares of jobs offering subsidies, 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑆𝑢𝑏 
𝑓𝑡 

, and insurances,

ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑠 
𝑓𝑡 

, in the same fashion. 

Table 4 reports our results. Using our baseline specification, we find

hat firms exposed to higher US tariffs increasingly advertise bonus pay-

ents and subsidies as a form of non-wage compensation. This would

e in line with earlier conjectures that such payment schemes offer

reater flexibility to employers, while providing adequate incentives for

ualified candidates to apply ( Luft, 1994 ). However, as we turn to our

ore demanding specification, including city- and sector-specific time

ffects, point estimates become smaller and loose statistical significance.

bout half of the originally estimated effect can be attributed to general

ndustry-level dynamics. 31 This suggests that sectors where relatively

ore US-tariff exposed firms operate have been experiencing a general

rend in moving towards increased non-wage compensation schemes,

nd that potential responses due to the trade war are statistically indis-

inguishable from this trend. 

Considering the corresponding coefficients for China’s retaliation

ariffs, we find similar results in terms of signs, but differences in mag-

itudes and precision. Coefficients for subsidies, in columns (3) and (4),

re quantitatively small and statistically insignificant. The same is true

or the share of vacancies offering insurances, where neither US nor Chi-

ese tariffs appear to have affected such policies. In terms of bonus pay-

ents, however, we find a robust positive and statistically significant

ffect of Chinese retaliation in the trade war, which is suggestive of a

hift towards performance-based compensation among exposed firms.

lthough none of our previous indicators revealed a clear systematic

esponse by firms to retaliatory tariffs, the positive signs for wages, va-

ancy postings (using Poisson estimators) and those presented here (in

olumns (1) and (2) of Table 4 ) might be suggestive of a slight increase

n labor demand among firms that attempt to substitute imports from

he US. Overall, the empirical evidence for an average treatment effect

n offering non-wage compensation components is mixed. 
31 We experimented with different combinations of fixed effects and found that 

ownward correction of point estimates and loss of statistical significance arises 

rom the inclusion of sector-month fixed effects. 

https://www.china-briefing.com/news/social-insurance-in-china-foreigners-exemptions/
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Table 4 

Non-wage compensation and exposure to tariffs 

Dependent variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Share of vacancies offering Bonuses Subsidies Insurances 

ln (1 + Tariff
CHN 

𝑓𝑡 −1 ) 0.051 ∗ 0.063 ∗ 0.012 0.005 0.016 0.024 

(0.026) (0.027) (0.044) (0.046) (0.026) (0.025) 

ln (1 + Tariff
US 

𝑓𝑡 −1 ) 0.050 ∗ ∗ 0.025 0.046 ∗ ∗ 0.022 0.016 0.010 

(0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.014) (0.020) (0.020) 

Observations 107,800 107,442 107,800 107,442 107,800 107,442 

R-squared 0.855 0.857 0.863 0.865 0.864 0.866 

City Control Y Y Y 

Month FE Y Y Y 

Firm FE Y Y Y Y Y Y 

City-Month FE Y Y Y 

Sector-Month FE Y Y Y 

Notes: Regressions use firm online job vacancy data from May through November 2019. Depen- 

dent variables denote fractions, coefficients report estimated semi-elasticities. Time-varying city- 

level controls include total number of firms and vacancies observed. Standard errors are reported 

in parentheses and adjusted for clustering at the city and month level. Statistical significance: ∗ ∗ ∗ 

p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1. 
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.1.4. Job requirement 

Besides adjustments in offered employee compensation, we are also

nterested in potentially changing job requirements, which might point

owards a shifting scope of activities among exposed firms. Indeed,

hanges in wages and in the number of posted vacancies could be asso-

iated with changes in job requirements. Deming and Kahn (2018) , for

xample, document a positive correlation between average wages of-

ered and the required number of years of schooling. As we found fewer

ob offers overall, as well as slightly lower wage compensation in our

ata, we might expect that also the required educational background

ill be lower. 

Like in the previous subsection, we analyze effects on firms’ job re-

uirements by measuring the fraction of a firm’s vacancies that explicitly

equire applicants to have a college degree (or higher): 

𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 
𝐶𝑜𝑙 𝑙 𝑒𝑔𝑒 
𝑓𝑡 

= 

∑
𝑣 ∈Ω𝑓𝑡 

𝟏 𝑓𝑣𝑡 ( the advertisement explicitely require college

𝑁 

𝑣 
𝑓𝑡 

here Ω𝑓𝑡 denotes the mass of all vacancies posted by firm 𝑓 in month

 , 𝑁 

𝑣 
𝑓𝑡 

is the number of job vacancies posted by firm 𝑓 in month 𝑡 and

 𝑓𝑣𝑡 is an indicator variable that equals to one if the advertisement 𝑣

xplicitly mention that the qualified applicants will require a college

egree. Next to educational background requirements, firms might also

djust requirements regarding previous work experience ( Cai and Stoy-

nov, 2016 ). We therefore construct corresponding measures for the

ower and upper bounds of requested working experience (measured

n years), as well as their average. 

The results are reported in Table 5 , where columns (1)-(6) suggest

hat neither US nor Chinese tariffs had any systematic impact on re-

uired working experience. However, we observe in column (7) and (8)

hat firms exposed to US tariffs significantly decreased the fraction of

ob ads requiring a college degree. In contrast to this, we obtain pos-

tive (but again statistically insignificant) coefficients for the effect of

hina’s retaliation on education background requirements in firms’ va-

ancy postings. The decrease in educational background requirements

mong US-tariff exposed firms is consistent with the reported decrease

n average wage offers and potentially results from a compositional ef-

ect as firms scale down on their relatively more exposed skill-intensive

oods (see Figure ). 32 

Altogether, our findings suggest that the US-China trade war had

 mostly one-sided impact on the labor demand and hiring behavior
32 Indeed, we find that the decrease in wage offers due to US tariffs is partially 

xplained by a lower fraction of jobs requiring a college degree. We report the 

orresponding regression results in Table. 

w  

m  

t

10 
ee ) 
(5)

f Chinese firms that were directly exposed to higher tariffs. While ex-

orters facing higher US tariffs reveal lower labor demand, wages and

kill demand (as well as a tendency to adopt more flexible and non-wage

ompensation schemes), importing firms’ adjustments are less clear-cut.

.2. Robustness checks 

In this subsection, we scrutinize the robustness of our findings by

ddressing potential concerns regarding our identification. 

.2.1. Placebo experiment with randomly assigned tariff exposures 

For our first robustness check, we perform a placebo experiment in

hich we randomly assign Chinese and US tariff exposure to firms. The

urpose of doing this is to test how likely it is that our baseline find-

ngs reflect coincidental correlations. 33 By assigning tariff exposure ran-

omly to firms in our sample, we expect our earlier findings to disappear

f the envisaged mechanism is correctly identified. 

Hence, firm 𝑓 ’s “fictional ” tariff exposure can be written as: 

ãriff
Type 

𝑓 ,𝑡 = Tariff
Type 
𝑠,𝑡 , Type ∈ { US , CHN } , (6) 

here 𝑠 indexes a firm that is randomly drawn from our original es-

imation sample. That is, 𝑓 adopts the level of exposure we actually

or firm 𝑠 , which we draw randomly from our sample. We repeat the

bove procedure 30 times to obtain a bootstrapped “fictional ” sample

nd carry out our previous analysis once again. The results are reported

n Appendix Tables -. None of our previously significant estimates can

e reproduced in our placebo estimation, which supports our baseline

esults and their economic interpretation. 

.2.2. Control for pre-trends 

Our second robustness check concerns our short sample period. With

ariffs entering into force in May and June 2019, and using a one-period

ag, we can barely control for pre-trends. This may cast doubts about the

xistence of a causal relationship between our outcome variables and

rms’ tariff exposure. In fact, firms’ trade structure might be correlated

ith underlying factors that determine differential trends in labor de-

and while being unrelated to the trade war. We attempt to address this
33 A similar placebo test has been employed by Beverelli et al. (2017) to study 

he effect of restriction on service trade. 
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Table 5 

Job requirements and exposure to tariffs 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Dependent variable Previous work experience (in years) College degree 

Minimum Maximum Average Fraction 

ln (1 + Tariff
CHN 

𝑓𝑡 −1 ) 0.006 0.022 -0.024 -0.007 -0.009 0.008 0.027 0.023 

(0.095) (0.121) (0.135) (0.171) (0.114) (0.145) (0.038) (0.035) 

ln (1 + Tariff
US 

𝑓𝑡 −1 ) -0.067 0.018 -0.067 0.040 -0.067 0.029 -0.070 ∗ ∗ -0.043 ∗ 

(0.055) (0.071) (0.082) (0.102) (0.068) (0.086) (0.021) (0.022) 

Observations 107,544 107,181 107,544 107,181 107,544 107,181 107,800 107,437 

R-squared 0.745 0.748 0.744 0.748 0.745 0.749 0.712 0.716 

City Control Y Y Y Y 

Month FE Y Y Y Y 

Firm FE Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

City-Month FE Y Y Y Y 

Sector-Month FE Y Y Y Y 

Notes: Regressions use firm online job vacancy data from May through November 2019. Dependent variables 

denote number of years in columns (1)-(6) and fractions in columns (7)-(8); coefficients report estimated semi- 

elasticities. Time-varying city-level controls include total number of firms and vacancies observed. Standard 

errors are reported in parentheses and adjusted for clustering at the city and month level. Statistical significance: 
∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1. 
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w  
oncern by drawing on information from the Annual Survey of Industrial

roduction (ASIP), which allows us to observe actual employment and

verage wages paid for a subset of our firms in the years 2012-2013;

ong before the trade war. 34 Inference relies on a falsification test in

hich we estimate the observed firm-level change in (log) employment

nd (log) average wage payments between 2012 and 2013. A statisti-

ally significant coefficients for our measures of tariff exposure would

uggest a potentially underlying long-term trend in our data and chal-

enge our identification. 

Table presents the results for realized employment in columns (1)-

4) and for average realized wages in columns (5)-(8), using different

ombinations of fixed effects and controls. Without any fixed effects or

rm-level controls, we find systematically higher employment growth

mong US-tariff exposed firms and slower wage increases. Estimated

oefficients are corrected downwards and lose statistical significance as

oon as we include industry fixed effects, city fixed effects or firm-level

ontrol variables (i.e. total sales). Exposure to Chinese retaliation tar-

ffs reveals statistically insignificant results throughout and with oppo-

ite signs. Compared to our main results, historical employment among

xposed firms appears to have followed a different trend, which lends

ome confidence to our identification strategy. The results are somewhat

ess conclusive for historical wage growth, where coefficients reveal the

ame sign but statistical significance is considerably weaker. 

.2.3. Timing of the effects 

Instead of considering historical employment and wage growth for a

ubset of firms, we might infer validity also by looking at the timing of

he estimated effects. The most intuitive assumption would be to expect

djustments to occur immediately or at least soon after newly imposed

ariffs apply. Later adjustments should be weaker. However, if our esti-

ated coefficients capture an underlying pre-trend, we should observe

airly similar effects at different instances in our sample. 

In Table, we include deeper lags of tariff exposure into our regression

or the number of job vacancies posted by firms. Estimated responses to

hina’s retaliatory tariffs remain fairly fragile and inconsistent across

pecifications, like in our main findings. Additional US tariffs appear to

ave mainly immediate effects and weaker (and less consistent) effects

n later periods. Tables - further support this finding, suggesting that

eeper lags of tariffs alone are statistically insignificant for most of our
34 The ASIP is conducted by the National Bureau of Statistics of China. The 

urvey includes manufacturing sector firms whose revenue is more than five 

illion RMB each year. We are able to match 4,669 firms based on their reported 

ompany name and location. 
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utcome variables, and considerably smaller and less significant for the

umber of vacancies. 

.2.4. Alternative control groups 

We scrutinize identification further by considering alternative con-

rol groups. Our original sample pools different groups of firms, includ-

ng those that did not sell to or source from the US at all (henceforth,

roup 1, being unexposed by definition) and those that traded with the

S, but not in goods targeted by China III/IV tariffs (Group 2). The

ormer counts 7,676 firms in our estimation sample and should facili-

ate better identification than the latter, which counts only 1,213 firms.

roup 2 can be viewed as being exposed to a higher tariff risk , and

ence more similar to the treatment group, given its trade linkages with

he US, potential treatment in earlier rounds (China I and II) and the

urrounding trade policy uncertainty (e.g. Benguria et al., 2020 ). 35 

When we re-estimate our main specifications on vacancy postings

onsidering the respective control groups separately, we find that re-

uctions in the number of job ads are quantitatively and statistically

ore pronounced relative to Group 1. In fact, as shown in columns (3)-

4) of Table, the estimated semi-elasticity of new vacancy postings with

espect to US tariff increases is almost twice as high relative to Group 1

han for Group 2. Also responses to retaliation tariffs appear to be more

ronounced relative to the non-exposed set of firms that never traded

ith the US in the base-year 2016. The fact that results remain statisti-

ally significant even when we keep control Group 1 out of our sample

uggests that identification operates also via the product-mix of firms’

mports and exports, which results in differential degrees of exposure to

ariffs. 

We conclude from this subsection that firm-level adjustments in the

umber of vacancy postings (i.e. labor demand) can be interpreted as

ausally related to tariff increases experienced during the trade war. Ad-

ustments in other dimensions have been generally more fragile, making

igorous causal inference more difficult. 

.3. Firm heterogeneity 

So far, our results revealed the estimated average tariff effects and

e have not paid much attention to potentially heterogeneous responses
35 The treatment group comprises 12,600 firms in our sample, so that the over- 

ll population amounts to 21,489 firms. This number results from the fact that 

ome firms have only one (or few) observations in total during the sample pe- 

iod, so that the inclusion of fixed effects results in perfectly collinearity and 

emoval from the sample. 
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37 Information on firm ownership is provided by the online job-ad platform. 
cross firms. To explore this, we consider two main dimensions of firm

eterogeneity in this subsection, distinguishing their size (as revealed

rom the aggregated trade volume in our base-year 2016) and their own-

rship (as revealed from the firm-level information provided via the on-

ine job portal 51job.com). We also consider potentially heterogeneous

esponses between firms with different trade baskets in terms of product

ange and characteristics. 

.3.1. Firm size 

Based on their observed trade volumes in 2016 (i.e., exports plus im-

orts), we divide firms into three equally-sized groups: small, medium

nd large. For each of these subsamples, we re-run our main specifica-

ions and report the obtained point estimates with corresponding 95%

onfidence intervals graphically. 36 

Figure presents estimates for labor demand, as measured by their to-

al number of job vacancy postings. Responses to higher US tariffs are

isplayed on the left, while adjustments to Chinese tariffs are shown on

he right. Panel (a) reports the semi-elasticities obtained from our lin-

ar panel specification, while Panel (b) reports estimated elasticities ob-

ained from the Poisson model. Figure reports findings for changes in of-

ered wages among firms’ job ads, while Figures and focus on the differ-

nt forms of non-wage compensation and advertised job-prerequisites,

espectively. 

We find that large firms tend to be the least responsive to any kind of

ariff and in terms of most outcome variables. In some cases, large confi-

ence intervals suggest heterogeneity even within this group, but point

stimates for the number of vacancy postings or advertised wage offers

re typically closer to zero than for other firms. A tendency towards in-

reasing number of job postings offering bonus payments and employee

ubsidies can be observed for these firms, as well as a modest increase

n educational requirements when facing US tariffs. This contrasts with

he findings for other firms and also with average effect found for the

ooled sample above. 

Concerning small firms, we find this group to be the most diverse,

iven the large confidence intervals. While point estimates indicate sub-

tantial downward adjustments in job postings, wage offers, subsidy of-

ers and job pre-requisites (following US tariff increases), they rarely

ass the 5% significance threshold. Adjustments are typically more mod-

st and less precisely estimated in the case of Chinese retaliatory tar-

ffs. Despite their within-group heterogeneity, however, they seem to

ontribute to the robust results reported for adjustments to US tariffs

n terms of labor demand, wage offers and educational background re-

uirements. 

Medium-sized firms constitute the group with the clearest results

verall. They appear to scale down, offer lower wages, and request less

ducational background (and to some extent working experience) when

acing additional US tariffs. Non-wage compensation tends to increase

ost significantly in terms of subsidies and modestly in terms of offer-

ng bonus payments (like most other firms). Interestingly, when affected

y Chinese retaliatory tariffs, these firms appear to increase efforts to

ttract more educated and experienced workers, which reveals from ad-

ustments in announced job-prerequisites and from a marginal increase

n offered wages and bonus payments. Such a pattern cannot be ob-

erved in other groups and might indicate that medium-sized firms seek

o produce previously imported inputs themselves. 

.3.2. Firm ownership 

Different ownership structures might result in diverse adjustment

trategies to tariffs, as firms rely on different decision-making proce-

ures, resources, and networks. For example, while state-owned firms

ight be theoretically more protected from bankruptcy, foreign owned
36 In our sample periods (i.e., May to November of 2019), the average exposure 

o US tariffs for small-, medium-, and large-size firms are 0.03, 0.09 and 0.13, 

espectively; the average exposure to China’s tariffs for small-, medium-, and 

arge-size firms are 0.04, 0.06 and 0.10, respectively. 

S

e
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f
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rms might be able to rely on an international network that allows

hem to re-route trade flows and cushion the effect of bilateral trade

arriers ( Flaaen et al., 2020 ). Domestic private firms would be most di-

ectly exposed to market forces and less resilient to short-term policy

hocks. Figure presents estimates for the number of job-ads, separately

or state-owned enterprises, foreign owned firms and private domestic

nterprises. 37 Figure displays corresponding results for average wage

ffers, while Figures and show findings for offered non-wage compen-

ation and job-requirements. 

Considering responses to US tariff increases first, our estimated av-

rage effects appear to be driven mainly (and sometimes exclusively)

y the privately-owned domestic enterprises. They indicate highly sig-

ificant reductions in the number job postings, announced wage offers

nd educational requirements. Chinese SOEs also report lower numbers

f job postings, but deviate in their responses regarding wage offers

nd requested educational background. The job advertising behavior of

oreign owned enterprises appears to be virtually unaffected by the US

ariffs, which might suggests that these firms have ways to circumvent

ariffs. 

Turning to China’s retaliatory tariffs, besides posting fewer va-

ancies, privately-owned domestic firms appear to be relatively non-

esponsive, while China’s SOEs show some (but generally imprecisely

stimated) adjustments in hiring activity, average compensation offers

nd job requirements. Foreign-owned firms stand out by significantly

owering their number of job vacancy postings, while increasing wage

nd bonus payment offers. While strong conclusions from these pat-

erns should be treated with caution, fewer and better-paid job offers

y foreign-owned firms could suggest that interrupted supply chains

esulted in downscaling of their production and a shift towards more

trategic and management-oriented activities in the short term. Chinese

rms in turn might be more efficient in switching quickly to alterna-

ive suppliers so that additional tariffs on US imports result in fewer

bservable adjustments, although they also show signs of scaling down

y posting fewer job ads. 

.3.3. Further dimensions 

Next to firm heterogeneity in terms of size and ownership, also the

roduct mix of their imports and exports might determine tariff effects

n labor demand. For example, firms that sell mainly homogeneous (i.e.

ighly standardized) products face stiffer competition and might be hit

arder by a tariff than firms that sell differentiated (or even customized)

oods. The latter translates into a relatively lower elasticity of substitu-

ion and a smaller tariff effect. Conversely, firms that source mainly ho-

ogeneous goods might find it easier to substitute suppliers than those

ho import differentiated products. Our results in Panel A of Table seem

o support this reasoning when we interact tariff effects with the frac-

ion of homogeneous goods in firms’ respective trade basket to estimate

djustments in the number of vacancy postings and average wage of-

ers. 38 Other attributes of job vacancies do not reveal any statistically

ifferent effects along this dimension. 

We also find some differential adjustments for firms trading a rela-

ively narrow range of products, which might make it harder to switch to

lternative revenue sources. As we show in Panel B of Table, when facing

dditional US tariffs, such firms offer lower wages and more bonus pay-

ents, while requiring lower educational background and more work-
tate-owned firms includes public institution, state-owned enterprise and gov- 

rnment agencies. Foreign-owned firms are enterprises owned by foreign na- 

ionals, and the rest are private firms. In the regression sample state-owned and 

oreign-owned firms account for 5.80% and 28.6% of the total, respectively. 
38 We use the conventional classification by Rauch (1999) to determine firms’ 

omogeneous product share in exports and imports in the base year 2016. 
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ng experience than other firms. 39 Narrow-range importers reveal signif-

cantly differential adjustments only for the number of vacancy postings,

here they indicate increased hiring activity. This could suggest that

elatively “specialized ” importers seek to switch towards in-house pro-

uction, although announced job prerequisites and compensation does

ot indicate significantly different responses. 

.4. Discussion 

Our results indicate a fairly consistent negative impact of the trade

ar on revealed hiring intentions and wage offers by Chinese firms.

hile providing novel and complementary insights to existing research,

e remain aware of some data limitations that could potentially impact

ur estimates. 

The first limitation relates to the existence of so-called “phantom va-

ancies ” in online job portals ( Cheron and Decreuse, 2017; Kureková

t al., 2015 ), which we mentioned already in Section 2 . As long as such

e facto inactive vacancies do not systematically appear among the ei-

her more or less exposed firms in our sample, we obtain a conventional

easurement error in our dependent variable which leads to impre-

ision in our estimates. However, if “phantom vacancies ” concentrate

mong the more exposed firms, the adverse tariff-effects would be un-

erestimated. This could happen, for example, if exposed firms keep

heir obsolete job ads to buffer competition and uncertainty during the

rade tensions. While the resulting bias and imprecision would be preva-

ent in almost all our specifications, our flow measure of the number of

rm-level job postings, where we only consider job ad’s first-ever ap-

earance, should be immune to this issue. 

Other limitations concern the potential existence of pre-trends in our

ariables that could impact our estimates. Although we attempt to ad-

ress this issue in our robustness checks, we cannot fully rule out this

ossibility. Similarly, our measures of tariff exposure could be corre-

ated with dependent variables via mechanisms that are independent of

 firm’s trade composition. For instance, if the Chinese government im-

lements policies to mitigate risks from trade tensions for certain firms,

e might underestimate the actual impact of the tariff. Moreover, given

hat we observe a fairly late stage of the trade war, we expect — as men-

ioned earlier in the paper — that the full range and scope of firm-level

djustments might not be revealed from our data. Given these limita-

ions, as well as potentially further indirect effects of the trade war, we

xpect to provide rather conservative estimates of its impact on firms’

abor demand. 

. Concluding remarks 

In this paper, we present new evidence on the labor market effects

f bilateral tariffs which were reciprocally applied in a recent period of

ncreased political tensions between the US and China. We exploit in-

ormation from a newly compiled data set of vacancy postings in China,

hich enables us to trace firms’ hiring intentions and advertised job

haracteristics over time. Our findings suggest that the trade war ex-

rted predominantly destructive effects, which we observe in terms of

verall job-posting activity, but also in the announced wage compensa-

ion. 

A novel feature of our study is the use of vacancy postings which we

xtracted from a popular Chinese online job portal, 51job.com. A key ad-

antage of the data, next to its timely availability, is that it provides de-

ailed insights into the demand side of the labor market. Although such

ata does not allow us to observe firms’ actual employment, it enables

s to observe when and how often firms post a new vacancy and what

hey are looking for exactly. Such information reveals insights on firms’
39 We define those firms based on the number of goods they exported and 

mported in 2016 and consider the bottom third as “small-scope ” enterprises, 

sing a binary indicator variable as an interaction term. 
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hort-term future-oriented decision making. We further document that

ur data is highly representative of the general scale of economic activ-

ty across Chinese prefectural cities. Nevertheless, the general tendency

f online job vacancy data to be skewed towards relatively higher-paid

hite-collar jobs implies that also our findings capture only a part of the

abor-demand response to the trade war. Blue-collar jobs might reveal

imilar or perhaps even stronger responses which we do not capture in

ur paper. 

For our analysis, we exploit information from a subset of interna-

ional trading firms, which we identify via matching information re-

orted in China Customs Statistics. Our measure of tariff exposure is

herefore constrained to the directly exposed firms, although we could

xpect that major adjustments to the trade policy shock might propagate

ia firms’ local supply networks ( Dhyne et al., 2021 ). While our data

oes not allow us to trace such networks, identifying such firm-to-firm

rade linkages within China would likely increase the overall scope of

xposure to the trade war and allow us to measure and evaluate it more

recisely and in a larger sample. We, therefore, interpret our findings

s a lower bound whenever we report aggregates, such as the estimated

otal reduction in the number of job ads. 

Future research, combining the information from online job boards

ith other firm-level data sets, might reveal further insights into firm-

evel responses to tariffs and other shocks, thereby contributing to our

nderstanding of their different transmission channels, direct and indi-

ect effects, which is necessary to design effective policies. 

upplementary material 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be found, in

he online version, at 10.1016/j.labeco.2021.102021 
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